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ABSTRACT
The personnel function in industrial society has been

marked by crisis, reappraisals, struggles for power, and guilty
conscience. The profession is again under pressure; company
management often questions its contribution to the solution of
strategic personnel matters, while employees and their unions
question its values, and wish to place its actions under the control
of the employees. The description of the present situation must be
based on tendencies toward change which have already had effect. Some
of the tendencies which we may observe iL action at present and which
will influence personnel work in the future include: (1) movement
toward a postindustrial society, with industry's principal branch
being services and the basic conflict between the capital owner and
the worker giving way to conflict between the professional and the
layman; (2) movement toward a realignment of power, between the
company and society and within companies, prompting considerable
personal development on the part of employees and necessitating new
company organization; (3) movement toward a more humane technology;
and (4) movement toward a more open and more flexible company
organization. Personnel officers must become realistic specialists in
people, able to analyze values and processes of change in different
situations. (Anthor/AJ)
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Crisis - Reappraisal - arault for Power

The personnel function in industrial society has been ma :.d.

by crisis, reappraisals, struggles for pother and guilty con-
science for their representatives. It is my aim to provide
some explanations for this and to show that this disharmony
is going to continue. I shall also try to show that in the
future, companies are going to have an increased need for
specialists in the personnel field, but that the power of
the personnel specialists is going to decrease even more.
The specialists' functional areas of responsibility are no
longer going to be exclusively their own.

A company's method of dealing with personnel matters is
mainly laid down by prevailing general conditions in society,
the production and economic systems being the most important.

When we analyse how personnel matters are handled, I'm tend
often to base our assumptions on industrial society as a
natural prerequisite. We forget that the industrial period
may with greater accuracy be described as an episode (covering
approximately 100 years) in a country's, for example Swedens

et history, and that we in the Western World and Japan are now
heading towards a society of a different type. The short

0416

term perspective for Swden is possibly made clear in

tCNt

picture 1.(encl. 1).

During the time before the industrial revolution and in ths

Industrial Society

beginning of the industrial era there was a distinct patrizir
chal relationship between employer and employees. This
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relationship was nupported by the State, legislation and
the police in-coalition with the Church and its system of
norms. Indented labour was forced to have employment. As
late as 1885, anyone who did not have employment was obliged
to take forced labour. According to a law which was valid
until 1926, employment was undertaken for one year at a
time. It was strictly forbidden to leave one's position
before the contracted date, Corporal punishment was a legal
form of punishment for servants and labour until 1860.

After the epoch of handicrafts on a large scale, i.e. cottage
industry, it became more and more common for industry to be
concentrated to factories. Farmers-craftsmen moved in ever
increasing numbers to the factory areas and became wage-
earners.

The relationship between master and servant had in the pre-
vious structure of society been personal-patriarchal.
Population mobility and the larger units of production meant
that the personal ties disappeared. The employee sought new
security in the different types of popular movements. From
1880 and onwards the religious sects, temperance societies,
trade unions and the political branches of the labour move-
ment enjoyed rapid development. Society suffered from so
many problems due to these upheavals that social welfare
was introduced and the first protective laws concerning
industrial safety, working hours etc. were enforced.

After the turn of the century the large organisations for
employees and employers were accepted and the right to join
an association was made legal. After difficult conflicts
and crisis in the nineteen thirties it may be said that
society assumed contours which were more in keeping with
the industrial era. The organisations had taken shape and
even the propertyless worker now had the right to vote.

After the stagnation during the Second World War there
followed, in the nineteen forties and fifties, a period of
expansion and great mobility on the part of both companies
and employees. Sweden strived for prosperity for all.

1. 3
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Social Welfare and education policies contributed to the
beginning of the tremendous expansion within the public
sector.

In Sweden as in the other industrial countries the basic
questioning of industry and its relationships to employees
and society arose in the nineteen sixties. Prosperity,
education and the rapid exchange of ideas between countries
occasioned-in Sweden as elsewhere confrontation, reappraisal
and an intensified political review of what was happening in
industry.

The nineteen seventies brings Swedish society and Swedish
companies face to face with the new complex of problems
which the transition to a post-industrial society involves.
There are great new structural changes while at the same time
there is an increase both in total employment and selective
unemployment. A tax burden, which has no historical parallel,
is not sufficient, to employ those seeking work within the
public sector. The question of power distribution and the
environmental aspects of working life have taken up a pro-
minent position in political debate.

The Individual in Industrial Work

One researcher who has analysed the way in which the
re3ationchi.p of the individual worker to his work has
changed due to industrialism and mechanisation, is Dr. Magnus
Hedberg. Briefly, one may differentiate the following stages
when there is increasing mechanisation and when industrial
.production methods are put into practise. Picture 2.
(Encl. 2).

This mechanisation process combined with the accompanying
impoverishment of the work has, naturally enough, resulted
in strong individual, trade union and political reactions.
These reactions have aimed at returning to the individual at
work the possibilities of self determination and of collec-

4
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environment.

The Personnel. Punctl'on in T1,-du Society

The dutiec to which personas' 'offers have gradually devoted
themselves are shown in picture 3 zncl. 3),

One of the first personne'. officers to be employed (1915)
within Swedish Industry was a fac4-ory nurse, who in the first
instance 11:-d the tack of the prevention of illness. At a
later date financial gUidance clerks were appointed to look
after employees' housing and financial matters. There were
humanit.arian and tocial motives behind these appointments.

The increasing amount of work concerning wages, partly
because of the increasing number of agreements, resulted in
the formation of separate departments for wage and salary
administration. Many personnel departments came into being
because of the need for a separate section for wage compu-
tations and general wage administration.

The expansion of trade and industry after the Second World
War brought about acute competition among companies for
labour. The methods of competition became "popular"
measures, such as economic contributions of varying kinds
and leisure activities. More attention was paid to personnel
matters and companies appointed special staff to deal with
personnel duties. Fi5om the middle of the nineteen forties
until the-middle of the nineteen fifties it became more and
more common that matters of recruitment and selection as wellas the introduction of new :mployees were attached to the
wages department, which t1lereby began to develop jato
personnel departments in the modern sense.

During the nineteen fifties the need for well-educated
pesonnel increased. Society could not completely satisfythat demand, so companies established vocational schools -
privately or in co-operation with local government.
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Supervisory education which had been startod back in the

nineteen thirties was intensified; it was no longer only

foremen, but also office managers who "w tat on to course".

Companies appointed training managers to an increasing

extent.

The ever increasing pace of change during the nineteen

sixties has placed added demands on planning. In larger

Companies at any rate personnel planning has become the duty

of special officers.

The development of society during recent years as well as

within working life including rapid structural changes and

increased rationalisation has contributed to the fact that

the question of industrial democracy has Come. to the fore.

Several companies are testing new forms of co-operation

between management and the other employees.

It may be said that these facts from Sweden get partial

conformation from Professor Rubenowitz' European Study

1967. Picture 4 shows what the European officers considered

themselves to know as well as what they considered to be

problematic (encl. 4).

Personnel officers, factory nurses and personnel consultants

began their work outside the factory gates, but were finally

allowed insioe the company. In tho situation ,rs it is to-

day, personnel officers are usually accepted as part of the

company's administration. Important questions concerning

job design, job environment and work organisation as well as

questions concerning wages are, however, usually dealt with

by managers, production technicians and other officers.

In large companies the personnel flnction is to a large

extent, apart from managers, handled by specialists. They

have a tendency to regard their contribution to personnel

matters as isolated from both the company and society in a

wider perspective. Picture 5 shows some examples of the
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different personnel cpeciallsts (encl. 5). There has been

a great deal of debate about their power, their competence

and their incomprehensible jargon w.. well as about the'.r

basic values. The profession is at present agaln under

pressure; company management often questions their contri-

bution to the solutions of strategic personnel matters, while

at 'the same time the employees and their unions question

their values and wish to place their actions under the

control of the employees.

Development Tendencies

As I have tried to exemplify, the description of the present

situation must with necessity be based upon tendencies

towards changes wnich have already had effect. I shall now

try to describe some of the tendencies which we may observe

in action at present and which will influence personnel work

in the future.

1. Towards a Post-TLdustrial Society'

In the same way as the pop' :l.ation over the past hundred

years left agriculture and yet still obtained food-stuffs,

over the next 50 to 100 years they will leave industry and

still obtain industrial gooas. Rapidly increasing technical-

economic changes have entered into new areas. National and

international structural changes in trade and industry demand

rapid adjustment by companies to the new and disparate

circumstances in the environment. Active contributions from

governments are absolutely necessary in order to facilitate

this gigantic re-shaping. We are going to see more and more

examples not only of active labour market policy, but also

of active trade and industrial policy.

The principal branch of industry will be that of Services;

transport and travel, distribution, luxury and leisure,

health and education. National, regional and local govern-

ment administration will give more and more people employment.

7
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gradually attrdct great 1' intglre'st thot boforc. Fl >ibility

will t1Q ntretned aE a value mory than doing thingn acPorrling

to pia

High taxltion 4,olicy, state (apitaIism, publio production

and conrl.mption will hqc-mle mole t'ommon. Thir going to

mean innovacionr in 1.-o field (A taxation lnduntry is

aamort ,ort,-.1in3 y going to havt. boar a greater taxation

cf living defin,1 in Terms of goods w11.1 cease to

motivate people. They ilro inl,teAd going to increasingly

It74;01(. tho qualitv.01 life in the form of s,-...rvices and

sen-3u61 plasures such ac health, education, leisure, art

and flIVIVV.

Thc ronflict 1-etween the c',Ipital owner and the worker

i g(%ing lo be more atd mere replaced by the conflict

between the professional and the layman.. This conflict is

calready clearly noticeable in many companies as well as in

J . .and .rie trade 'anion .1.10nisations.

In picsturf: T have tried to capturo some of the central

cl-ianiwh..Ich are on the way conccerning the relationships

between nanagement and employer- in companies (e4nc) . 6) .

pi.cturo 7 oxplains how 1 asnure th3t the personnel flinct ion

will 63;::0 "Lave to change emph.'71,--in (nc.:1.. 7).

7. Towdrd., IRea_liam=L:Lrowe

Thc- Li'!W ;'1'1411112 of 1110 pr'71t-111411:Vr;a1 30Ciely C`(,)%1 1

the Loga.,:ive anpoc1:: of tho Incutrial 30":ct-v are ray

pre-,e1,1 vv together tr bring forward a deli,ra7e

in tilt: pOWer reIatiorw.hip Iwtwooh (-%mp,arIy

tendency is to be .7,on botl in devolor,1

in,IL:,tral nations pis well 3;, in countri,:-; rtl:r

industrial development. S
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Another deliberate tendency towards change in the
industrialised world concerns the distribution of power
within companies. The rights of employees to make their
own decisions as regards themselves and their work and to
play an active part in decision making as regards their
company is supported by an increasing number of collective
agreements and laws. The rights of the owners to make
decisions ccncerning their company have gradually been
restricted. We in Sweden are now in'the middle of a reform
period of legislative change in the labour market which
appears to give the employee, or at least his trade union,
the legal right to negotiate on equal terms not only with
respect to the economic conditions of employment, but also
the organisation and environment of the job as well as
supervision, employment, dismissal and other aspects of
personnel policy.

This extended area of negotiation exposes both sets of
negotiators to completely new types 'of problems. It requires
the use of other areas of knowledge, new patterns of co-
operation, new units of measurement and new time perspec-
tives. The extended area of negotiatiOn also necessitates
that company management and personnel departments have a
well developed ability to identify and meet the needs of the
employees.

This changing situation with respect to power and responsi-
bility will of course prompt a considerable personal
development on the part of the employees. This is not going
to take place without stress. The trade unions and their
officials will of course also be faced with adjustment
problems.

By means of these reforms industrial democracy extends
beyond the ambition to improve co-operation within the
existing organisations or by means of an additional organi-
sation of committees and boards. The current reforms
necessitate a new company organisation. The consequences
for personnel work are radical. The main goals are changed,

9
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the working methods are changed, the distribution of rot ;1=

is changed and the pattern of co-operation is changed. Mc
dtteisive c7minge of emphasis w 7.1 take place in the direct

shown in picture 8 (encl. 8).

By joint I mean the participation of expertn on dil-ferenl

matters or Pjnctions, including selected groups from the
ranks the employeer, whose numbers should increa.

steadily. My cristal ball does not show precisely at which

point the development of indtrial democracy' going to
stop on the way from

) the employees' obedi nce t,) the patriarch

2) their manipulated acceptance according to the Human

?elation> model

3) their position of 'oquality accordi:ng to the model

de scribed here and

n worker control based on the Jugoslav .an model.

ill)wevc:L, in the case of worl(cr control it in usual for the

workors to choose profession,: I leaders, and in the case of

stale capitalism the government usually maker; sure that the

own(?rship function does not disappcar entirely,

1. Towads a More Humane Technolosy

A tecnni(..ally and economically orientPd pprsonnel admini-

Ftration sytvtem ptits the greatewt emphasiF or ad:lucting

peoplt, tr. the tec'hnical productor structure and on

negctiationr about er.,onomic conditions. A humanely orint6,,t

percionnel administration system puts instead the gro,iti
emphari:- on adjusting the environment to the people and on

developnr, relationships among people.

The level of prosperity and the educational stand.Ird 01 1110

countries is the platform from which', thc employeey

10
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and their ,unions, supported by the politicians, demand
"quality" in that part of their life which is taken up by
work.

It has also been shown that companies with great'personnel
problems have not been able to solve them by strengthening
the activities of the traditional personnel functions. We
may observe more and more companies, as for example Volvo,
which have been forced into a peitsonnel policy which is in
fact a policy concerning job design and.the working environ-
ment. Picture 9 (encl. 9).

dik

This turning point in personnel policy also involves a,

turning point in production technology and rationalization.
and sometimes also a turning point in wage policy. We meet
here one of the struggles for power of which the history of
the personnel function is full. Is it to be the technical
experts or the behavioural scientists who are to'steer
developments? Let them supplement each other or let the
.most proficient win! The employees' organisations 'sill

presumably make sure that that will be the case.

In the short term the environment requires humanising
measures such as ergonomics, job enlargement, job enrichment,
sociotechnology etc. These types of measures are related to
the type of cultural change in the company which is known as

organisational development (OD).

In the loilg term a humanely oriented personnel policy

requires a new direction with respect to research and
development as well as of the projecting of new plants and
production equipment. The pattern of co-operation and the
economic prerequisites for a conscious development of
production.and its environment in a humane direction are
slowly being created.

11
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4. Towardt. Moro Open ad Morr flexible '.04-1.',Jhv )1V,L111Jt:1.4011,m,

The exlorna) 1,v,ossure on ntrilotural adjuT:tmet con )int.A.1

1,etter mcrho,h, fop prvrt%svang and CNI

as to the function of thn company and it's interTi.nien wit):

its surrvIndings have 'led to Cho fact that certain organi

sational aid administrtetive viewpoints have r,l.

incre&:ed emphasis. Changer, in orgy nisationai idcar inr,11160

the foI)owJng trends. Pieturr 30 (encl. 10).

In a 1,3:)ciity of structural than ;o it becomes: particul;irly

impo tant TO SO)Ve problent: of individuzll f:ecurity. Tlaey

?"11 only be solved by mean:; ol ihe prerevisitc- of

profitabilily and organisat i onal c'hangc, The r'ircumstant:°v

re enforc the demand for organic and r:occ(,ssivc adjustment

nf the org,I :dnatien, as opposed tu Jurgical and dratl-ti

,adjunTment.

rOnCaAP 1319 .vomarks

I nave limitod my attempt to generally -Identify thr

-tendenoieF: towards change to the above four. They bring to

my mind ,71 vit,ion of a personnel function which needF

sT10,-iall. in people in clo.se, interaction with'other

1. he employees and variouf; representativonl of

society. The personnel function will be greately concerned

with si.aff reductions in relation to output and with

personnel deve:i,opment.

The intensive work on job design and work env;rw.ment win

be dealt with by technical experts with a new 1,e*navioural

knowledge. The possibilities for personntl offior,: -o

become and to remain an accepted and u.,:eftll proicion dec

not lic in becom;,ng as economic;1.1 r3s tht economi31:- (Is

techn::cal as the technicianf:, but in becoming reAli:tic

specialists in people with a grasp of how one analy-oF.

values and processes of change: in lifferent

Ai an approach to i practical conclusion T shall
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a framework which can be used to anaIYie in a practical
manner the demands of the situation and the pOssibilities
of development of a company's personnel function. We do
not jump into the future, we advance step by step. It is
not, however, wise to stand still: "Qui n,avance pas,
recule!" Picture 11 (encl. 11).

All work in connection with typing and printing thisdocument is performed by Manpower A/S, Drammensveien 30,Oslo 2, Tel.: 56 43 80
13
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE LABOUR FORCE
BY BRANCH,1950 -1980
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THE PRODUCTION PROC rigirTHE
ROLE OF THE INDIVIDUAL

. ,
MANUFACTURING:

z.

;GRADUAL PROCESSING
OF THE SAME MATERIAL:

SOURCES OF ENERGY OTHER
ITHAN THE WORKER'S
!PHYSICAL STRENGTH:

The individual dominates
aps.

..
3 r

Influence over product desTgr is
decreased

;Reduction of demands on
1physicallstrength

MACHINES AND TOOLS COMMON , The individuals are co-ordinated
ITO SEVERAL WORKERS: around the machines and

fi individual tools decrease in
limportance

WORKING METHODS Influence over the
1DETERMINED' BY MACHINES 'working methods is restricted
AND TOOLS:

AN INCREASING NUMBER OF
TOOLS ARE INCORPORATED IN
THE MACHINES:

TECHNICAL ;SUPERVISION AND
PLANNING IS INTRODUCED:

Source: Magnus Hedberg

The machines determine the rate
of work. The skilled worker
becomes unskilled, an operator,
ta physiological machine

1Decisions concerning material,
tools, machines, distribution of
work, working methods and
twork Iratelare made by people
other :thanthe workers'
themselves

4N0 0 A .6 0.4w ID.
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THE PERSONNEL OFFICERS' PRINCIPAL
DUTIES

1900 10 20 3040 50 60 70 80
Job Design

Joint Infkaence
Organisation and
Management

Personnel Planning

Hygiene

Education

WageSystems, Agreements

RegrAni.nD.e t,Selection, Introduction

The individu economic secs mem care.
Personnel Welfare

Social and humanitarian measures; Industrial Safety

1900 deo io 30 ato sb eo

Humanitarian-Social Technical- Eco-
Orientat ion nomic Orienta-

tion
Personnel Welfare Pers. Services
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Environmental
Orientation
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PROBLEMS OF A PERSONNEL ADM. NA-
TURE IN RELATION TO WHAT THE COM-
PANIES CONSIDERED TO HAVE ACHIEVED

°!o who stated that
ttbe achievements
kittained satisfy the
requirements

90 Admmistra ion
and data
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of non-mane pers nnel III *is"Managementtraini g )

and development \
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SPECIALISTS

Labour legislation specialists and negotiators
for blue collar and white collar workers

Pension and benefit specialists

Recruitment officers forbiue and white collar.
employees

4

Training instructors for supervisory training

Management development specialists for top management

Vocational training specialists

Specialists in social psychological training

Selection testers

Work study people with different method specialities
in production and administration

Organisation specialists

Industrial safety technologists

18
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SPE IALISTS (cont.)

Industrial doctors and medical care specialists

Human engineering specialists

Socio-technical specialists

Personnel planners

Wage clerks

Staff records clerks

Timekeepers

Information specialists

Personnel consultants

Personnel curators

industrial Sociologists

industrial democracy experts

Joint consultation officers

Works councils specialists
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CHANGE IN THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
MANAGEMENT EMPLOYEES

Power
Resources

Norm
'System

Organisation
,Model

Leadership
Model

Patriarchal

linitiating,Struc-
lure

Pre-
industrial

Physical
'Force

jUniform

--,..--------.....,
' Line
;Organisation

:Line-Staff
Organication

;Specialisation

!Group
;Organisation

Ad Hoc-cracy

Industrial
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Post-
Industrial

as

Pecuniary

Information

Pluralistic

;Changeable Indirect by
means of
communication
about values
and goals
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SHIFT OF EMPHASIS WITHIN THE
PERSONNEL FUNCTION

Pre industrial Patriarchalism

Industrial Social Work
Personnel Services

Post industria Knowledge and
Information
Environment and
Relationship Ad--
ministration
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im Methods of joint diagnosis

Methods of joint value and goal
analysis, joint establishment of
priorities

Joint determination and applica-
tion of effective change strate-
gies

Joint follow up methods
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THE OBJECTS OF PERSONNEL ADMINISab
TRATION

Definition of the problem

elle"...°641°.Adapt people Adapt work and
working environment

Short term Long term

I Recruitment Human engineering Technological research
land developmentSelection

Introduction 'Job design 1 Planning of factory
premises

Information Job enlargement

Training : Job enrichment

Wage systems jinvestment decisions

Personnel welfare Socio-technology

Praise/criticism

; Disciplinary
!measures Group dynamics

Dismissal

Iraditional *Organisational Humanely oriented
:personnel development 'technological
services ci industrial democracy Idevelopment

23
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CURRENT ORGANISATIONAL AND

ADMINISTRATIVE TRENDS

0 Futurology, strategic planning, management
by objectives

Organic,flexible, dynamic, rapidly mobilised
organisation models

O Decentralised and more democratic organisaft.

Lion which spreads the tasksofobserving, un-
derstanding, learning, innovating, deciding
and controlling

0 Better reception and processing of informa-
tion and better bases for decisions

O Organisation and change based on individuals
and groups in the company, individual develop es

ment, creativity, organisational development COD)

O Functional leadership, power where knowledge
and information are best represented

0 Project organisation, matrix organisation for
the utilisation of knowledge and information
and for flexibility
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THE ORGANISATION OF THE PERSONNEL
FUNCTION. A Framework of Investigation
BasicBa concepts and values concerning people, companies, tradeunion organisations and society constitute the framework,

Employees:
number, composition

- performance, mobility,
absenteeism

- attitudes
- co-operation
- development

Environmental Conditions:
Company's environment
Working environment

- Organisation, ndministration,
management

- Method' of change
Trade union conditions

Board of directors managing
directors topmanagement
managers supervisors
employees
Central trade union organisation
union section
union members
Co-operation and negotiation
organs
Various internal specialists
Resources for data processing
and information
External institutions,
consultants

The company's
idea and
resources

The company's
different markets and
other surroundings

The company's
goals

- policy
plans

- Presenter
situation \ Typo, deg*eof difficulty

- Problems ) and extent of personnel
-Demands / matters

NOMA MID EOM . 411

441. Mow

- Present
The distribution and coordinationsituation

- ) of personnel work within theProblems company-Demands/
ammo imamo wee ami

Decisions concerning the
organisation and administration
of personnel work


